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Address Löw Energy Systems e.K. 
Fürther Straße 20 
41515 Grevenbroich

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We expel products suited for everyday life, which are connected by the following properties: their eco-friendliness, their genuineness and their high
use-solar products - solar lights - solar lamps - solar garden lamps - SUNSEI 12 V solar solutions, solar modules, solar panels, solar battery chargers,
folding - rollable solar Panels, solar lighting systems, solar radios FREEPLAY, crank and generator radios, flashlights with accumulators, net and crank
technology, generator lamps, 2CLIGHT solar light caps, POWER PLUS flashlights, generator lights with mobile phone case function, accumulator
shaver with generator function, generator head lights and bicycle sets and a lot of eco-friendly and power saving products
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